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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2018
5:00 - 8:00pm		

Keynote Reception | Sponsored by:

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2018
7:30 - 8:30am		

Registration | Continental Breakfast

8:30 - 9:45am		

Session 1

9:45 - 10:00am

Break | Visit Exhibitors

10:00 - 11:30am

Session 2

11:30am - 1:00pm

Luncheon - Rooms 111, 113, & 115

1:00 - 5:30pm		

Poster Session

1:00 - 2:30pm		

Session 3

2:30 - 2:45pm		

Break | Visit Exhibitors

2:45 - 4:00pm		

Session 4

4:00 - 4:15pm		

Break | Visit Exhibitors

4:15 - 5:30pm		

Session 5

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2017
7:30 - 8:30am		

Registration | Continental Breakfast

8:30 - 9:15am		

Birds of a Feather Round Table Discussion

Keynote Address: Dr. Elyse Eidman-Aadahl
9:30 - 10:30am		
			“We’re Pretty Much Doomed”— So, Now What?
10:30 - 10:45am

Break | Visit Exhibitors

10:45am - 12:00pm

Session 1

12:15 - 12:30pm		

Break | Visit Exhibitors

12:15 - 1:30pm		

Session 2

1:30 - 1:45pm		

Break | Visit Exhibitors | Prepaid Lunch Available

1:45 - 4:00pm		

Post Conference Workshop

SAVE THE DATE

JOIN US IN 2019! VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR CONFERENCE UPDATES!

GEORGIASOUTHERN.EDU/INFOLIT
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CONFERENCE KEYNOTE | MAP
DR. ELYSE EIDMAN-AADAHL
CONFERENCE KEYNOTE | ROOM 100 (AUDITORIUM)
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 | 9:30 – 10:30 a.m.
“WE’RE PRETTY MUCH DOOMED” — SO, NOW WHAT?

Elyse Eidman-Aadahl is Executive Director of the National Writing
Project, a network of 180 university-based local teacher networks.
Formerly a high school English/Journalism teacher, education professor,
and evaluator, she holds a Ph.D. in Curriculum Theory and Policy. Her
scholarship includes studies of the impact of the Internet and digital
composition on teaching, learning, and literacy. She is a founding
member of the Connected Learning Alliance and part of the Youth and
Participatory Politics research network.

#INFOLIT18
wifi: CGCGUEST
username: cgcguest | password: cgcguest
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Bede Mitchell, Georgia Southern University
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Janice Walker, Georgia Southern University
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FRIDAY SESSION 1
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
8:30-9:45AM

SESSION 1

Room 1002

Recoding and Decoding Assignments: Using TILT and Reverse TILT for Faculty,
Staff, and Student Development

Jim Shimkus,
University of North Georgia
Anita Turlington,
University of North Georgia

Room 1005
Julie Lewis,
Walters State Community College
Audrey Shoemaker,
Walters State Community College
Sabrina Moreland,
Walters State Community College

Room 1220 A/B
Crystal Goldman,
University of California,
San Diego
Carrie Wastal,
University of California,
San Diego

This workshop will introduce the principles of TILT and clear expectations for writing assignments
with a focus on support for Writing Across the Curriculum and other institutional contexts. We will
involve participants in active analysis, role-playing, and discussion of sample assignments.

Teach Them What You Teach: How Training Faculty in Infolit Can Expand Your
Instructional Program
Concerned that creating digital instructional materials encourages faculty to forego the classroom
session? Librarians from Walters State Community College designed a unique faculty training in
which they taught instructors about information literacy. After the training, faculty who had never
before incorporated information literacy into their students’ learning goals began building it into
their classes and utilizing the library’s instructional services. Learn more about this unique training
and create a plan for incorporating faculty outreach and training into your institution’s information
literacy instruction program.

Flipping the One-Shot Library Workshop: Collaborations Between Librarians
and Writing Program Faculty
Instruction librarians collaborated with a writing program director to redesign the one-shot
library workshops, which introduce the college’s first-year students to research skills needed for
the program’s research-based writing course. Librarians created an online tutorial on database
searching with multimedia and active learning experiences, which students complete prior to an
in-person library workshop. In the workshops, students complete three exercises: topic mapping,
developing a research question, and using the BEAM method to describe how their sources
address their question.

Room 210

Educate Don’t Decorate: Digital Badging and Information Literacy

Shannon Johnson,
Purdue University, Fort Wayne
Sarah Wagner,
Purdue University, Fort Wayne

To increase the competency and information fluency of library student workers, we created a series
of digital badges focused on information literacy concepts such as searching and credibility, and
skills such as referrals and conducting reference interviews. The badges aim to empower student
workers to deliver reference assistance and serve as IL ambassadors on campus, but also to build
concrete job skills and reward the effort they put towards their own career development.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 1
Room 211
Page Brannon,
University of Alaska,
Anchorage
Carrie Forbes,
University of Denver
Amy Harris-Houk,
University
of North Carolina,
Greensboro
Meg Meiman,
Indiana University,
Bloomington

Room 217
Elaine Berg,
Austin Peay State University
Jenny Harris,
Austin Peay State University
Joanna Grisham,
Austin Peay State University

Room 218/220
CJ Ivory,
University of West Georgia
Angela Pashia,
University of West Georgia

Leading Through Collaboration: Designing Successful IL Curriculum
Development Programs
This panel presentation will describe the characteristics of four successful information
literacy curriculum development programs, which offer instructional grants, stipends, or
other incentives to faculty to partner with a librarian to develop curricular innovations in their
course(s) that enhance information literacy. Panelists will detail the administrative structures of
their programs, highlight learning outcomes assessment data and resulting curricular changes,
and finally provide practical tips on developing, coordinating, and sustaining these programs.

We Can Do It: Collaborating with Women’s and Gender Studies Faculty to
Develop Student Research Skills
This presentation will detail the partnership between Women’s and Gender Studies (WGS)
faculty and librarians, who collaborated on a class project to incorporate the ACRL Framework
into a WGS introduction course. This collaboration provided a unique opportunity to teach
students how to think critically and work collaboratively as they built a scholarly website that
chronicled the life of a historical feminist figure. The final projects highlighted students’ abilities
to utilize diverse library resources and connect with the research process in a creative way.

Teaching Critical Information Literacy to Address Structural Oppression in
Scholarly Communications
This session will focus on structural oppression within the academic library, and the ways we
teach students to recognize and analyze the effects of racism and sexism on the information
available within library resources. We will begin with an overview of how systemic oppression
is embedded in the context of the academic library, discuss how we teach this topic in a
semester-long course, and then facilitate a discussion of how lessons related to this topic
could be incorporated into course-integrated instruction.

Room 100

(Auditorium)

Free, Quick, and Easy: Utilizing Google Apps to Assess and Communicate
Learning

Josette Marie Kubicki,
Augusta University
Jennifer Putnam-Davis,
Augusta University
Thomas Weeks,
Augusta University

Go beyond Google Docs and learn how to utilize Google’s other free applications to create,
evaluate, and share assessment results with faculty and students. In this workshop, learn how
to create an assignment inspired by the ACRL Framework that meets the multifaceted needs
of your library instruction session. Learn best practices for analyzing and sharing results, which
help demonstrate the value of library instruction to faculty. Finally, learn how these apps can
serve as a useful tool for project collaboration.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 2
9:45-10:00AM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

10:00-11:30AM

SESSION 2

Room 1002

A Broader Frame of Reference: Using the ACRL Information Literacy
Framework to Develop 21st-Century Skills in College Students

Stan Trembach,
University of Northern
Colorado

This presentation situates the ACRL Information Literacy Framework in the broader context of
higher education and interprets these six frames as vital for the development of a wider range
of competencies other than information or digital literacy. The author uses the example of the
University of Northern Colorado Libraries’ liaison work with faculty and the University administration
to discuss steps toward building a more holistic vision of information literacy in academe, while
engaging all of the key stakeholders in the conversation.

Melissa Gross,
Florida State University
Heidi Julien,
SUNY University, Buffalo
Don Latham,
Florida State University

Implementing the ACRL Framework: Reflections from the Field

Lorna M. Dawes,
University of Nebraska,
Lincoln

Informed Learning and the ACRL Framework: What Faculty Teach and How
Students Learn

Room 1005

Examining Students’ Use of the Libguides Search Box as Part of a Website
Usability Study

Gary L. Austin,
University of South Florida,
St. Petersburg

Carrie Ludovico,
University of Richmond
Carol Wittig,
University of Richmond

NOTES
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This presentation will discuss the findings from semi-structured interviews with instructional
librarians in academic libraries about their experiences with implementing ACRL’s Framework for
Information Literacy for Higher Education. Strategies used, successes achieved, and challenges
encountered will be highlighted. Implications for research and practice will also be discussed.

This session gives the background and results of an investigation of “Informed Learning” in firstyear college courses. This session will help participants learn how faculty teach information to
first-year students as a part of their subject content so that the conversations and collaborations
that surround library instruction can be more effective. During this session, participants will analyze
faculty conceptions of information literacy to see how the ACRL Framework for Information
Literacy correlates with current pedagogy in the disciplines. The session will conclude with the
identification of effective teaching strategies that can be implemented in the development of
library-initiated information literacy instruction.

This presentation examines the use of the Libguides search tool by library users. The study was
conducted to supplement other information obtained during website usability testing of the
library’s new Libguides-based site. We will examine actual user keyword searches and discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of the Libguides search report as well as the plans for expanding
the study in the future.

LibGuides: Ways to Engage Students in First-Year Seminars
This presentation will provide an overview of how LibGuides for first-year students (FYS) are
used by librarians in research sessions. The importance of scaffolding information literacy efforts
throughout the curriculum and the pedagogical implications will be discussed, as well as ways to
use LibGuides as teaching tools in FYS classes to engage students.

FRIDAY SESSION 2
Room 1005
Ruth L. Baker,
Georgia Southern University
Jeffrey Mortimore,
Georgia Southern University

Mi Casa Es Su Casa: Supporting Student-Created, Collaborative Learning
Environments with LibGuides CMS
LibGuides CMS provides a flexible platform for supporting student-created work, including student
profiles, blogs, and simple HTML/scripting projects.This session explores how librarians at Georgia
Southern University opened up their LibGuides CMS platform to host student-made projects.
Faculty and students are invited onto the platform as collaborative content creators and editors,
while librarians provide instruction and technical support. In addition to discussing practical,
pedagogical, and technical considerations for supporting student-made content, presenters will
discuss access control, discovery, and student privacy issues.

Room 1220 A/B

Embracing the Educational Value of Imitation

Amy Burger,
Dalton State College

The threat of plagiarism accusations discourage students from using imitation in their work, and
instructors from promoting it. As a result, a valuable pedagogical technique goes unused. This
presentation will discuss the evidence in support of imitation, especially for students as they
undergo academic transitions, such as the beginning of their college careers, and the transition
from core classes to upper-level major courses.

Amy Coleman,
Georgia State University

Targeted Writing Prompts to Strengthen Student Research Skills

Bailey McAlister,
Kennesaw State University

Recomposition and Information Literacy

Room 210

Through the Lens of the Frame(work): Students Transform Theater 1130 Using
Information Literacy

Elizabeth Dill,
Troy University, Dothan

Ru Story Huffman,
Georgia Southwestern
State University

In this session, attendees will learn how student-driven topic selection for freshman composition
courses enhanced course participation, increased peer-to-peer conversations, and improved the
research process. The goal of this presentation is to provide a framework for topic discovery and
an overview of student development of expertise in a specific area. Writing prompts will be shared
along with student feedback on the process.

How can the recomposition project improve students’ information literacy skills? This presentation
will explore the connections between information literacy, identity, and recomposition.

Interesting things happen when an Open Education Resources (OER)-advocating academic
librarian is also an adjunct professor for an Introduction to Theater class. Undergraduate students
were provided the types and number of assessments, as well as ACRL’s Information Literacy
Framework. They were then asked to work backwards and create a syllabus using OER as required
readings. This case study examines students as co-teachers imposing the Framework themselves,
and the resulting empowerment that occurs as the students take ownership of their (low-cost)
theater education.

Open Educational Resources and Information Literacy: Affordable Learning
for Students
Open Educational Resources (OER) are a natural accompaniment to the information literacy
curriculum. OER provides free and/or low cost materials to students to keep education costs as low
as possible. This presentation will discuss the benefits, challenges, pedagogy, and best practices
for using OER in the information literacy environment. Examples, resources, and discussion are an
important part of the presentation.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 2
Room 210
Lance Day,
Samford University
Annie DeVries,
Samford University

Room 211
Seth Porter,
Georgia Institute of
Technology

Leveling Up with a QEP: Librarians Leveraging the ACRL Framework to
Enhance Assignments
This presentation provides an overview of how, via a Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP), librarians
are partnering with teaching faculty to enhance assignments that better achieve transformative
learning while engendering the acquisition of information literacy skills with reference and research
support.

Program Evaluation: Diffusion from Policy Literature to Improve Assessment
in Information Literacy Instruction
This presentation will cover the best practices in program evaluation and how this can impact
the assessment program within an information literacy instruction. Academic libraries often
use assessments as a way to count what is done, not what can be done. Program evaluation is
a systematic method for collecting, analyzing, and using this information to make programs and
policies more effective and efficient. All of this can help make a marked impact on an instruction
program.

Bernadette Maria
Lopez-Fitzsimmons,
Manhattan College

Formative and Summative Assessment of Library Instruction (LI): Encouraging
and Supporting “Reflective Teaching” Practices Through Peer Observation

Grace Kaletski-Maisel,
Stetson University
Megan O’Neill,
Stetson University

Four GLOs Walk into a Classroom: The Challenge of Supporting Critical Skill
Growth

Room 217

Fact or Fake? Teaching Source Evaluation Across the Lifespan Through the
Lens of Fake News

Jenny Dale,
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

John L. Cruickshank,
University of Georgia

Recommending “reflective teaching practices” in peer observations encourages instructor-librarians
to adopt 21st-century pedagogies. Library instruction (LI) observations are the perfect venue to
suggest these reflective strategies. This presentation will discuss the ways that reflective teaching
practices can be used effectively in classroom observations—for both formative and summative
assessments—to foster creative, engaging, and intellectually-stimulating content-based LI lessons.

What happens when four critical skill learning objectives are adopted—but not really supported—
across the curriculum? This presentation describes what happens when two faculty experts in
writing and information literacy, seeing disappointing assessment results in information literacy,
speaking, and critical thinking, decide to create a grassroots support network for faculty. Together,
we took the initiative to develop a Critical Skills Team. Now, we ponder our next steps: recruiting
allies, looking for professional development opportunities, or laying out an implementation plan?

The recent reframing of critical source evaluation under the name of “fake news” has led to requests
for information literacy sessions focused on this theme. In this presentation, participants will learn how
the presenter adapted a fake news evaluation activity for use with multiple audiences: undergraduates,
alumni attending a reunion event, middle and high schoolers, and parents visiting campus. The strategies
used to adapt these activities based on audience, time, and technology will also be discussed.

What Are Your Faculty and Students Telling You About Fake Information?
What Can They Teach Us?
Discussion about “fake news” in today’s digital environment is all the rage, but not new; Aldous Huxley
famously warned against misinformation generating a “…population of slaves who do not have to be
coerced, because they love their servitude.” Beginning with an analysis of recent developments in
information literacy instruction, this talk explores how we can integrate practical evaluation strategies
and techniques into our information literacy instruction in the sciences, arts and humanities.
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FRIDAY SESSION 2
Room 217
Brandy R. Horne,
University of South
Carolina, Aiken

Fake News Is Not the Problem: Addressing Issues with Information
Consumption in a Digital Environment
Since the last presidential election, fake news has become a topic of much discussion, and librarians
have been eager to share their information literacy expertise, creating and circulating articles about,
and guides for, spotting fake news. But fake news isn’t the problem. In this session, we’ll look at the
various factors that contribute to the spread of disinformation online and what librarians can do to
address them. We’ll also discuss the problematic nature of the “fake news” frame and how it distorts the
issue and efforts to address it.

Room 218/220

“Down the Up Staircase”: First-Year Students Discover the Archives

Helen Diana Eidson,
Auburn University
Greg Schmidt,
Auburn University

This presentation describes the collaboration between a composition professor and a special
collections librarian who have designed a course that builds both academic writing proficiency
and information literacy. Within their first year at Auburn University, our students discover the rich
resources in Special Collections and Archives. Students experiencing this welcoming, productive
space firsthand have the opportunity to hone their research and writing skills while discovering the
little-known human and material resources that special collections and archives affords.

Rena Bradley,
University of Houston

Incorporating Information Literacy Instruction in FYW as a TA

Victoria Elmwood,
Loyola University,
New Orleans

What the CRAAP?: Comparing Approaches to Teaching Web Evaluation in
FYE Programs

Room 212

Integrating an Interactive Information Literacy Module in Instructional
Technology for a Future K-12 Teachers Course

Samantha Harlow,
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

This presentation focuses on an information literacy instruction module incorporated in a first-year
Writing course, developed by a rhetoric and composition teaching assistant. This module includes
defining key terms to information literacy, narrating and reflecting on the research process, and
identifying students as authorities and creators of information and content.

Instruction librarians for first-year seminars at Loyola University New Orleans have recently shifted
from teaching the CRAAP test method of web evaluation to using the “what, who, when, where, why,
and how” method. This different approach allows for a more open-ended line of questioning while still
addressing the crucial indicators of quality referenced by the CRAAP test. This session will focus on the
added pedagogical benefits of this alternate approach, as well as the many challenges that students will
incur when applying it.

The instructors of the UNC Greensboro online course LIS 120: Instructional Technology for Educational
Settings decided to design a module solely dedicated to information literacy for future K-12 teachers.
This module includes sections on information literacy for a K-12 setting, citation, plagiarism, and
evaluation of websites. In this presentation, we will cover the materials in the information literacy
module, pedagogical reasons behind creating the module, analytics and lessons learned, and future
directions for this module.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 2
Room 212
Pam Dennis,
Gardner-Webb University
Janet Land,
Gardner-Webb University

Making it Stick: How a Faculty Book Group is Reshaping Courses Across the
Curriculum
Do you ever say, “What were they thinking?” as you grade papers? Perhaps your students are not
really “learning” the material, even though they spend hours trying. Traditional study methods of
rereading and memorization do not allow for deep learning that can be applied to problem solving.
Learn how faculty were able to collaborate and discover ways to reshape current courses by adding
strategic testing, specific feedback, and purposeful practice. Students now demonstrate improved
mastery and retention of materials, making them more independent learners.

Paula L. Hickner,
University of Kentucky
Elizabeth Weisbrod,
Auburn University

Practice Makes Perfect: Creating Information Literacy Modules for Learning
Management Systems

Room 100
(Auditorium)

Information Literacy in the Thingiverse

Vincent Larkin, North
Carolina Wesleyan College
Terrence J. Martin, North
Carolina Wesleyan College

Learning management systems (LMS) offers the librarian a remarkable opportunity to reach students
in new and exciting ways. Music students learn early in their college careers that information literacy
skills are necessary for locating scores and recordings as well as for projects and papers. Using best
practices for creating short modules in an online learning environment, we will explore developing
information literacy units for musicians that can be imbedded in an institution’s LMS. Print and online
music resources will be used to develop basic information literacy skills for undergraduate and
beginning musicians.

Thingiverse is the Wikipedia of the makerspace world. It is a wonderful source of shareable, remixable
3D models and designs, but the source, authorship, and scientific accuracy is not always clear. As a
small college library just beginning our 3D printing program, we quickly realized the importance
of information literacy skills in helping our students successfully navigate the good and bad within
Thingiverse, and, when seeking accurate, well-document 3D models outside of Thingiverse.

Lavoris Martin,
University of Arkansas,
Pine Bluff

Information Literacy: Literacy Across STEM Areas

Patrick Graham,
University of Houston

The Student Makes a Discovery on Her Own: Four Tools to Fuel Independent
Research for STEM Students

Information Literacy in the STEM curriculum can be easily adapted for any subject. We will discuss
how-to literacy strategies for improving P-16 students’ reading, writing, and speaking skills. We will also
cover how to navigate the information world, best practices for determining the need for information,
accessing information effectively, how to critically evaluate information, and how to effectively use
that information to accomplish a specific purpose.

As educators are no doubt aware, the knowledge workers of the future will be educated in STEM. For
instance, budding scientists review experiments of the past before they conduct their own. But first,
they must know how and where to find this information. They must learn about the various tools used
in independent research. Students of STEM can augment their learning with four useful resources:
magazines that cover their fields of interest, topic handbooks, scholarly journals and patent searching.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 3 | POSTER SESSION
11:30-1:00PM
Rooms 111/113/115

LUNCHEON

1:OO-5:30PM
Lobby

POSTER SESSION

NOTES

Adapting the Framework at JMU Libraries and Educational Technologies:
A Collaboration Between Instructional Designers and Librarian Liaisons

Presenters will be available on Friday from 1:00–2:00pm to answer questions.
Posters will be available for viewing Friday afternoon.

Elaine Kaye, James Madison University
Liz Thompson, James Madison University
Malia Wiley, James Madison University

Better Together: Changing the Model of Freshman English Instruction
Through Partnership
Karen Viars, Georgia Institute of Technology

Don’t Cancel That Class! Creating Opportunities for Library Instruction
Vivian F. Bynoe, Georgia Southern University

“Hit-It and Quit-It” or A Tactical Orientation to Digital Public Writing?
Rik Hunter, University of Tennessee, Chattanooga

Information Literacy on the Go! Looking at the Building Blocks of an
Asynchronous Research Tutorial from Start to Finish
Terrence J. Martin, North Carolina Wesleyan College

Librarian-Faculty Collaborations: Information Literacy Instruction Across
Campus
Eduardo Rivera, Jr., Long Island University | Lawrence Paretta, Long Island University

Making Sense of the Information Literacy Framework Through Partnering for
Transparent Teaching: New Opportunities for Librarian-Faculty Collaboration
Liya Deng, Eastern Washington University

Reimagining Library Services: The Ongoing Challenge for Academic Libraries
to Adapt Information Literacy Skills Instruction to Today’s Student Learners
Rachel Hooper, Troy University | Chris Shaffer, Troy University | Jeff Simpson, Troy University

Spanish Film Festivals in the Library
Joanna Alberich, Troy University
Lisa Vardaman, Troy University

Teaching Digital Literacy in the 21st-Century: Resources and Strategies from
Georgia Public Broadcasting
Michael Kuenlen, Georgia Public Broadcasting

Whose Job is it Anyway? Citation Support for Undergraduate Students in
Academic Libraries
Brandy R. Horne, University of South Carolina, Aiken

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 3
1:00-2:30PM

SESSION 3

Room 1002

Creating an Environment of Connectedness and Cultural Inclusiveness for
Non-Native Speakers of English in Academic Libraries

Bernadette Maria
Lopez-Fitzsimmons,
Manhattan College

This presentation discusses ways in which academic libraries can adapt resources and develop
collections to accommodate the needs of students who are speakers of languages other than
English (LOTE). This population is extremely diverse—including individuals with different intellectual
acumen, academic preparation, linguistic and literacy skills, learning abilities, religions, and cultures.
The presenter will speak to the challenges they encounter on university campuses. Participants
will learn strategies to cultivate comfortable spaces in which multicultural competency skills are
practiced, supporting everyone’s academic success

Jordan Moore,
Atlanta University Center,
Robert W. Woodruff Library

MLIS and ESL: How Librarians Can Serve English Language Learners

Jane L. Nichols,
High Point University

POGIL and IL: Paired Pedagogies

Room 1005

The End of Class is Just the Beginning: Authentic Assessment of Information
Literacy Skills

Jenny Dale,
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

Anamika Megwalu,
San Jose State University

Sarah E. Keil,
Trevecca Nazarene
University
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Librarians are uniquely situated to assist English language learners, not only in the workplace, but in
our communities. The strategies we use every day to assess patrons’ information needs and present
information in an accessible and adaptable way are particularly valuable for serving this demographic.
This session will demonstrate how participants can translate their professional skills to volunteer
efforts and give advice on finding volunteer opportunities.

This presentation explores a classroom case study that employed Process Oriented Guided
Instructional Learning (POGIL) with discipline-specific information literacy goals to prepare
students for a profession and for lifelong learning. Findings of a two-year study suggest that this
model encourages collaborative learning and breaks down barriers to learning technical data.

Do you ever wonder what happens to all the wisdom you impart during library instruction sessions?
Do students actually use the skills they learn to access, use, and cite high quality information sources?
Engaging in authentic assessment can help answer these questions! Final products like papers or
presentations, which are created outside of the immediate scope of our sessions with students, can
provide teaching librarians additional insight into student learning beyond the in-class assessment we
often use to check for understanding.

Triangulation in the Assessment of One-shot Information Literacy Classes
Information literacy (IL) classes are offered at a large number of universities and colleges. It has
been a struggle to measure the efficacy of one-shot IL classes, given they are only 45–90 minutes
long. In this session, the presenter will share a triangulated assessment method that has helped
librarians recognize areas for improvement and demonstrate the value to course instructors. This
method engages all stakeholders (students, librarians, and course instructors) in the evaluation of IL
sessions.

More Powerful Than Paper: Using LibWizard Surveys in Information Literacy
Surveys from Springshare’s LibWizard were introduced in information literacy sessions at Trevecca
Nazarene University’s Waggoner Library as a substitute for paper worksheets to complete in-class
activities and assessments. However, they have proved to provide a more meaningful and engaging
platform for interaction in the classroom. The pros and cons of this tool, as well as how-to details, will
be shared in this session. These surveys are much more powerful than paper…and they save trees too!

FRIDAY SESSION 3
Room 1220 A/B

Double Shots, Not Decaf! Going Beyond the One-Shot as an Embedded Librarian

Susanna R. Smith,
Georgia Highlands College
Michelle Abbott,
Georgia Highlands College

Double shots are better than a one-shot! A Georgia Highlands College librarian and an English
professor have partnered in an ongoing information literacy project involving online English
classes, graded discussion boards, and multiple librarian interactions. We believe students who take
advantage of this “double-shot” library instruction assignment do better on their final project, so
grab a cup of coffee to go and join us as we share our caffeinated strategy!

Elena Rodriguez,
College of Charleston

What Does it Mean to be Embedded?

Erika Mann,
Indiana University,
Purdue University,
Fort Wayne
Sarah Wagner,
Indiana University,
Purdue University,
Fort Wayne

Going Viral with IL: Integrating Information Literacy into Your Library’s Social
Media

Room 210

All the Sources in the World Won’t Do You Any Good if You Don’t Know What to
Do with Them

Carrie Ludovico,
University of Richmond
Carol Wittig,
University of Richmond

Embedded Librarian Programs are not new to the field of academic libraries, but the discussion
they generate is ever changing as the needs of students evolve. Even the phrase “Embedded
Librarian” is one that is used frequently with different applications at different institutions. This
presentation will suggest student and faculty engagement practices and discuss considerations that
should be made to assist in the development of a successful Embedded Librarian Program.

In an effort to promote information literacy instruction beyond the classroom and to spread
awareness about the library, this session examines the integration of information literacy concepts
into an academic library’s social media platforms. Looking to the ACRL Framework for Information
Literacy for inspiration, the presenters discuss how they developed a content strategy for the
library and government social media pages which included monthly themes, promotion of services,
and more interactive content.

In this presentation, we will provide a high-level overview of the process required to implement a
project like this. Our findings will be presented, and the audience will be asked to help brainstorm
instruction methods for addressing the concerns uncovered in the findings.

Jon C. Pope,
University of North Carolina,
Charlotte
Kim Becnel,
Appalachian State University

Who’s Evaluating the Evaluators? Cognitive Biases, Fake News, and Information
Literacy

Amee H. Odom,
Wingate University

Copyright Competencies, Fair Use, and Pedagogy: Preparing Today’s Student
Teachers for Tomorrow’s Classroom

In a “post-truth” world, information literacy is obviously more important than ever. Faced with new
challenges, we may have to look beyond the traditional five-step information literacy model to
investigate other factors, such as the role of cognitive biases that can short-circuit the entire source
evaluation process without our conscious awareness. In this presentation, we will propose activities
designed to put the readers, rather than the texts, under the evaluative microscope in order to help
those readers minimize the effects of cognitive biases. We will also describe what happened when
we implemented these activities in first-year writing and graduate library science classes.

Learn how one librarian tackles the elements of copyright, fair use, and various aspects of
intellectual property (especially in the realm of the Digital Age) with student teachers to ensure
they are equipped to apply the basic tenets of information literacy in lesson plan design. The use of
social media as a professional development tool is an integral aspect of this presentation.
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FRIDAY SESSION 3
Room 217
Yvonne B. Wichman,
Kennesaw State University

Digital Storytelling: A New Approach to Teaching First-Year Composition
Courses
While the principles of rhetoric have changed little over time, the methods of delivery have
changed, and at the heart of this evolution is modern technology. The dissemination of information
is moving from textual to visual, which means that students today must be taught to view visual
information in the same way that they view the printed word: intelligently and critically. The use
of digital storytelling as a component in a first-year writing curriculum teaches students how to
use research, text, images, and audio to create compelling documentaries that are creative and
enriching to the composition skill sets of college students.

Alison Lehner-Quam,
Lehman College
Wesley Pitts,
Lehman College

Moving From One-Shot Information Literacy Workshops to ePortfolios:
Deepening Students’ Information Literacy Through Librarian-Faculty
Partnerships

Angelique H. Medvesky,
State College of Florida

Utilizing the Library in the First-Year Writing Classroom

Room 218/220

Research and Writing in the Disciplines: A Model for Faculty-Librarian
Collaboration

Talia Nadir,
University of St. Thomas,
St. Paul
Erika Scheurer,
University of St. Thomas,
St. Paul

Jean Cook,
University of West Georgia

NOTES
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The purpose of this presentation is to showcase how a faculty-librarian partnership leads to the
development of a year-long information literacy exploration that includes a Science Education ePortfolio
capstone project with an information literacy component. The presenters will share how this ePortfolio
capstone project and information literacy assignment uses the Framework for Information Literacy
to support a student-designed project. Student projects and reflections will be presented and the
implications for a program outcomes assessment and information literacy instruction will be discussed.

As technology progresses, what once were libraries are now Learning Commons and Academic
Resource Centers. Gone are the days of scouring through the stacks looking for books,
photocopying resources, and searching through microfiche. The presenter details how their
relationships with college and local librarians have expanded into partnerships, where, together,
they are able to construct and compose courses that provide students with the utmost level of
productive and useful information for the classroom and beyond.

In our collaborative faculty-librarian presentation, we will offer a model for institutionalizing
information literacy (IL) instruction through our university’s Writing in the Disciplines courses. In
this model, developed through primary and secondary research, we facilitate and support facultylibrarian collaborations, the guiding pairs in maximizing the potential for IL instruction as a means
of supporting student writing. By starting with faculty who have undergone WAC certification and
are teaching disciplinary research, we build on shared knowledge while tapping into assistance the
faculty member may need.

Yes, and...Building Effective Collaborations from Simple Requests
As the nursing liaison at the University of West Georgia, the presenter has embraced the improv
ideal of “Yes, and…” to encourage library engagement. Through this ideal, her relationship with the
School of Nursing went from one or two orientations a year to working with faculty and students at
all levels: pre-nursing, upper-level, graduate, and faculty research. This presentation will cover how
librarians can leverage simple requests into meaningful partnerships with faculty across campus.

FRIDAY SESSION 3
Lydia Gwyn,
East Tennessee
State University

Thinking Outside the Building: Developing a Library Ambassador Program Across
Campus(es)

Room 212

Meeting the Needs of Freshmen and Transfer Students: Using Library Guides and
Instruction as a Platform

Janet S. Ward,
Limestone College

This presentation discusses the background and results of ETSU’s Library Ambassador Program as it
moves into its second year. The presenter will discuss the merits of peer-learning, developing a timeline
for implementation, and the information literacy content that is most essential for ambassadors to learn.
The presenter will also discuss the practicality of implementing such a program on a budget.

This presentation will cover strategies that Limestone College used to address the information needs of
freshmen and transfer students. This session will cover the creation of a comprehensive LibGuide used
as a platform for library instruction for freshmen and transfer students (and faculty and staff too). It will
also cover how to provide easy access to vital resources, important campus events, how to embed the
most modern technology, and how to help ease the transition to campus for students new to the college.

Renee Montgomery,
University of Central Florida
Christina C. Wray,
University of Central Florida

Sneaky Skill Building: Embedding Information Literacy into Engagement Events

Susan Moore,
Spartanburg Community College
Katherine Stiwinter,
Spartanburg Community College
Jeanette Williams,
Spartanburg Community College

Working Information: Developing a QEP for Campus-Wide Information Literacy
Infusion

Room 100
(Auditorium)

Driving Forward: Using Google Drive to Enhance the Teaching of Information
Literacy

Paul C. Campbell,
Ohio University, Lancaster

Even though many students know they need help building up their research skills, it can be hard to get
them to come to a workshop in their free time. So, how do we get them to come? By being sneaky! This
presentation will outline how collaboration with a campus partner helped embed information literacy
skills into fun and engaging library events, increased student participation, and campus wide visibility of
library programs.

Presenters will share an overview of the development process, the WIn model, including the
identification process for selected courses and instructors, frameworks for the faculty training
workshops, assessment techniques used to evaluate the effectiveness of the program, as well as lessons
learned thus far.

In this presentation, the librarian will discuss and demonstrate how he utilizes the tools of Google Drive
and backward design for teaching information literacy in a way that is catered to each course. Combined,
Google Drive and backward design increase student engagement and active learning during library
instruction.

Vincent Larkin,
North Carolina Wesleyan College

Making Library Instruction More Interactive With Kahoot!

Brian Odom,
Wingate University

Set It and Forget It! A Self-Sustaining Semester-Long Literature Assignment
for an Undergraduate Genetics Class. Now with a Bonus Reference Game to
Emphasize Boolean Operators!

This presentation will explore the pros and cons of using a free polling application (Kahoot) to potentially
increase student participation and enthusiasm during library information literacy sessions in a small
college setting. Kahoot can be used with individuals or teams to check for understanding at multiple
points throughout a library instruction session, has been favorably received by students and faculty, and
raised questions about the value of group versus individual data.

One professor’s approach to advanced library resources, information literacy skills, and assignments
in electronic databases. This concept is readily adaptable to any academic discipline.
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FRIDAY SESSION 4
2:30-2:45PM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

2:45-4:00PM

SESSION 4

Room 1002

Inoculating Students Against Digital Media Manipulation in the Algorithmic
Age

Robert Berkman,
University of Rochester

Room 1005
Nikki Rech,
Georgia Southern University
Lisa P. Smith,
Georgia Southern University

Room 1220 A/B
Cara Kozma,
High Point University
Holly Middleton,
High Point University
Donna Scheidt,
High Point University
Kathy Shields,
Wake Forest University

Room 210
Katie Kalisz, Grand Rapids
Community College
Dr. Megan Lockard, Grand
Rapids Community College
Kellie Roblin, Grand Rapids
Community College
Maryann Lesert, Grand
Rapids Community College
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In today’s hyper-accelerated digital and social information environment, new powerful methods
are being employed to convince us to click, view, and believe content that serves a very narrow
agenda, creating the need to rethink what it means to be information literate. This workshop will
illustrate different lessons and events from the University of Rochester and elsewhere on how
to identify and neutralize content creators with malevolent, misleading, and narrow self-serving
agendas. We will encourage attendees to engage in brainstorming and a group conversation to
share their own ideas for creating new lesson plans and strategies as well.

Escape the Ordinary! Using an Escape Room Event for Active-Learning that
Incorporates the ACRL Framework for Information Literacy
Escape games are a fun, challenging, and popular way to engage an audience! They naturally
promote critical thinking and learning in multiple contexts. With a little planning, escape games
also provide a creative, active-learning program that incorporates the ACRL Framework for
Information Literacy. This workshop provides targeted instruction and a hands-on activity to
help participants develop a plan for implementing an escape game that supports their chosen
framework, as well as, identify materials needed to successfully assemble and assess the game.

Partnering to Understand Undergraduate Research and Writing
Longitudinally
In this panel, a team of librarians and writing faculty in research and teaching partnership
present findings associated with a set of undergraduate student case studies. Findings to
date explore the unexpected role of students’ work with primary data (e.g., interviews) as well
as differences among students’ reading practices, understandings of source authority, and
dispositions. These findings have implications for students’ research and writing as well as for
how faculty and librarians might teach research.

Start Here: Scaffolding Information Literacy Skills for First-Year Composition
Students
The composition classroom has become the defacto place to introduce information literacy
skills in college. Yet how do students receive consistent practice with these skills? During a
major curriculum revision, the GRCC English Department created an information literacy toolkit
that became a requirement for all EN 101 students to complete. The eight-module toolkit is
online, and went live for the Fall 2017 semester. This workshop will discuss how the site was
created, and lead participants through a hands-on sampling of the modules. Participants will
actively engage in scaffolding the toolkit to work with their own assignments. We will examine
assessment models for this work, as well as possibilities for future iterations and revisions.

FRIDAY SESSION 4
Room 211

Using “Elaboration” to Improve Mastery of New Material

Hannah Allford,
Gardner-Webb University
Natalie Bishop,
Gardner-Webb University
Pam Dennis,
Gardner-Webb University
Janet Land,
Gardner-Webb University

Students can creatively engage in finding complex layers of meaning, a process known as
elaboration, by concept mapping their thinking and understanding of a topic. Coupled with peer
review, which allows students to recognize their own expertise and assumptions, elaboration
helps students navigate challenging and nebulous concepts in research and writing. See how
relational thinking and concept mapping can improve research strategies and make the writing
process less intimidating. Leave with a variety of easily adaptable strategies for employing
elaboration to facilitate research and making composition more natural.

Room 217

Unexpected Partners in Information Literacy: Cross-Department
Collaborations to Support IL Events

Rachel Mulvihill,
University of Central Florida
Lindsey Ritzert,
University of Central Florida

Room 218/220
Adrienne Button Harmer,
Georgia Gwinnett College
Elizabeth Harrison Ph.D.,
Georgia Gwinnett College
Danielle Williams Ph.D.,
Georgia Gwinnett College

Room 212
Amanda Hahn,
Liberty University
Hannah Lowder,
Liberty University

This presentation will focus on identifying opportunities for collaboration that will allow you
to support information literacy events. Learn how you can cultivate partnerships with other
departments to expand your resources for successful library programs. Presenters will elaborate
on potential partnerships within the library, advantages of partnering, and ideas for information
literacy events that would benefit from cross-department collaboration. Experiences with event
planning, team building, and event promotion will be shared.

Unexpected Partners in Information Literacy: Cross-Department
Collaborations to Support IL Events
In this panel a film professor, a biology professor, and an academic librarian teaching a first-year
seminar will discuss how they built an interdisciplinary learning community for first-year students
at a public four-year college. They will talk about their design process, including how they worked
to align their student learning outcomes and course schedules; how they developed integrated
assignments and activities; and the challenges and successes in implementation.

Research Resurgence: Supporting Our University QEP with Our Information
Literacy Expertise
This presentation will cover the course development process of two introductory research
classes that are a key part of our University’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP). Both courses
highlight the Library’s value as information literacy experts and provide continual opportunities
for librarians to shape the undergraduate research experience through workshops, instruction,
and resources. Participants will leave with practical strategies for course design based upon our
experience of what worked, what didn’t, and what we learned along the way.

Room 100
(Auditorium)

Improving Student Success: Arkansas State’s Partnership with Credo
Reference and Regional High School

Ian Singer,
Credo Reference
April Sheppard,
Arkansas State University,
Main Campus

This session will cover a number of topics, including how the library engaged administration
support, established meaningful partnerships with local high schools, and developed and tracked
the right metrics to validate progress. Discussion will include how the library can enhance its
strategic importance relative to administration’s goals; an overview of the established goals; how
success will be tracked in areas including college preparedness, retention, graduation rates, GPA,
and recruiting; and why this matters to the A-State Library.

NOTES
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FRIDAY SESSION 5
4:00-4:15PM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

4:15-5:30PM

SESSION 5

Room 1002

The Perceived Information Literacy of Nigerian Undergraduates:
The Influence of Self-Efficacy Belief

Niran Adetoro,
Tai Solarin University of Education,
Ogun State

Stephen J. Boakye,
University of Texas, El Paso

This presentation exposes the reality of an average Nigerian undergraduate student’s level of information
literacy based on the perception of self. It is strongly believed that the student’s self-efficacy is a critical
factor in determining their level of information literacy.

Composition and Information Literacy: How Colleges in Developing Countries
Can Enhance Information Literacy Education
This presentation has two main aims: 1) to bring to the attention of its audience the inadequacies
characterizing information literacy education in the college of a developing country and the impact of
these inadequacies on first-year composition, and 2) to outline how the challenges that have befallen the
teaching and learning of information literacy can be overcome.

Room 1005

Hitting Reset: Aligning Department Goals with Shifting University Priorities

Rachel Mulvihill,
University of Central Florida
Renee Montgomery,
University of Central Florida

This presentation will outline the organizational changes to a library’s information literacy department in
response to emerging University priorities. After hiring a new Provost, the University engaged in a major
transfer student success initiative and unveiled a strategic plan. In response, the library has made it a
priority to demonstrate its impact on student success. Presenters will outline external pressures that have
impacted university and library goals and demonstrate how internal changes are preparing librarians to
better support these goals.

Room 1220 A/B

Digital Storytelling for 21st Century Learners

Candice Harris,
University of West Georgia,
Clayton County Public Schools

Digital storytelling is a great way to reach 21st-century learners. This presentation covers how media
specialists can use digital storytelling to collaborate with classroom teachers to engage students by
using digital tools. The workshop is aligned with the Georgia Standards of Excellence and the Georgia
Performance Standards.

Room 210

Information Literacy of Online Health Consumers in Minnesota

Shanda Hunt,
University of Minnesota

The University of Minnesota conducted a literacy study of online health consumption at the Minnesota
State Fair. Results showed that participants were confident in their health literacy skills, but further
analysis made evident opportunities for growth. This presentation focuses on recommendations for
further educational outreach around online health information, including the promotion of interactive
educational websites, partnerships with public libraries to host large-scale education sessions on the
topic, and skill-building around assessment of health websites.

Imani Beverly,
Atlanta University Center
Robert W. Woodruff Library

The Reasons for a (Sometimes) Change of Mind

20

Often we experience a “change of mind” on some issue for which, at the time it was made, we are
certain of its correctness. The central question we investigate in this presentation is: What valid
reasons can be made for a “change of mind”? We examine and discuss a broad range of issues for
which a “change of mind” provides useful insights on the relevant topics. Examples include the
interpretation and appreciation of modern art, selecting a queue when multi-possibilities exist, the
Monty-Hall problem, and forgiveness for past deeds. Our primary tool for this study is the application
of the concept of the Rashomon Effect.

FRIDAY SESSION 5
Room 211

Learning from Failure: Making the Feedback Loop Work

Hannah Allford,
Gardner-Webb University
Natalie Bishop,
Gardner-Webb University
Pam Dennis,
Gardner-Webb University
Janet Land,
Gardner-Webb University

As the feedback loop continues to be a critical part of formative assessment, the conversation
component of feedback is often overlooked. Utilizing a variety of tools, this panel will explore how
feedback conversations can be incorporated into the face-to-face, blended, and online classrooms.
Presenters will discuss feedback practices in composition and information literacy courses, providing
strategies for faculty/librarian collaboration, on-the-fly course implementation, and feedback data that
affects sustained change.

Room 217

Information Literacy for All: Looking Back at Seven Years of Information Literacy
Instruction in a Required Freshman Course

Michelle Vieyra,
University of South Carolina,
Aiken

In the Fall 2011 semester, the University of South Carolina Aiken implemented a Quality Enhancement
Plan (QEP) designed to improve our students’ critical inquiry and information literacy skills by
requiring a one-credit hour course. The presenter will explain how information literacy instruction
has evolved over the seven years since the QEP was implemented, share results of information
literacy assessments and student surveys, and present evidence of how student involvement in the CI
program has changed overall library usage at USCA.

Samantha McNeilly,
Auburn University,
Montgomery

Silo Busters: Building Relationships Across Campus to Provide Information
Literacy in FYE Programs

Room 218/220

How Do We Teach Authority in a Culture Where Everyone’s an Expert?

Renee L. Berry,
Georgia Southern University
Lauren McMillan,
Georgia Southern University

This is a hands-on and interactive presentation that offers practical tips and techniques to get
students thinking about the idea of authority, how it has evolved, and when it should be designated.
This presentation developed from a collaboration between first-year writing faculty and library
faculty considering the frame “authority is constructed and contextual,” primarily as it relates to and
addresses first-year students doing research and applying critical thinking skills to evaluate sources.

Room 212

Sharpening Your Aim: Building an Instructional Assessment Toolkit

Karen Doster-Greenleaf,
Georgia State University

This workshop will share the post-consolidation experience of Georgia State University Library’s work
to develop a unified first-year instruction program. The workshop will allow participants to develop
their own assessments that align to specific learning outcomes. It will also provide an opportunity
for discussion of how to modify these assessments to meet varying levels of information literacy
competency, along with the challenges and opportunities associated with incorporating assessment
into the classroom.

This presentation will outline how the Auburn University at Montgomery Library and the Warhawk
Academic Success Center worked together to create an information literacy assignment for our
UNIV 1000 students. Special attention will be given to tips on collaborating with departments across
campus and creating meaningful information literacy assignments for FYE students.

NOTES
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SATURDAY DISCUSSION | SESSION 1 | KEYNOTE
Room 100
(Auditorium)

Listening for Structure, Watching for Process: A Study of Information Literacy
from Digital Research to Final Paper, and the Challenges of Developing that Study

Jordan Canzonetta,
Drew University
C.C. Hendricks,
Drew University
Sandra Jamieson,
Drew University
Noah P. Wilson,
Drew University

New Citation Project research replicates studies by the LILAC Project, Olsen and Diekema, and
the Citation Project, each of which focuses on different students at one moment in the research
process. Combining them into one study of a single group of students at each of those moments
provides deeper understanding of the research process. Team members will describe the study, share
provisional findings, and discuss challenges they faced and how they responded to encourage further
replication.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
8:30-9:15AM
Room 111

Birds of a Feather | Round Table Discussions

9:15-9:30AM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

9:30-10:30AM
Room 100
(Auditorium)

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
“We’re Pretty Much Doomed” — So, Now What?
Dr. Elyse Eidman-Aadahl

10:30-10:45AM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

NOTES
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SATURDAY SESSION 1
10:45AM-12:00PM

SESSION 1

Room 1002

Creating Buy-In Across Campus for Information Literacy

Michael Boone, Catawba
Valley Community College
Emily Whiteley, Catawba
Valley Community College
Staci Wilson, Catawba
Valley Community College

We would like to share with attendees how we have created buy-in with our faculty at CVCC. Faculty
are reaching out to our Librarians for information literacy presentations. We will also share data that
shows how our students are increasing their ability to acquire scholarly sources when doing research.

Room 1005

Deep Thoughts: Incorporating a Self-Reflection Prompt for Improved
Instructional Practice

Brian Sullivan,
James Madison University
Liz Thompson,
James Madison University
Alyssa Valcourt,
James Madison University
Malia Willey,
James Madison University

Room 1220 A/B
Wendy McLallen,
Eastern Florida State College
Lisa Yarnell,
Eastern Florida State College

Reflective instructional practice is a pedagogical technique to more deeply evaluate the effectiveness
of information literacy instruction from the teacher’s perspective. Facilitators will share their
experiences of using reflection with individualized prompts, in various disciplines, and through
different formats. During this interactive workshop, participants will develop a plan for reflective
practice and design a reflective prompt for their own instructional context. We will discuss how this
reflective practice informs our work with information literacy.

Purposeful Research: Fostering Sound Informational Processing Strategies in
First-Year College Students
This session will delve into non-traditional research assignments that two instructors have created
to help their first-year students in required composition and introductory humanities courses, and
how these assignments build the critical thinking, analysis, and synthesis skills that lead to true
informational literacy.

Room 210

Disciplinary Literacy and Information Literacy: Parallels and Paradigms

Ginni Fair,
Eastern Kentucky University

Current literature on the teaching of reading and writing in a specific content area has transitioned
from “content area literacy” to “disciplinary literacy.” This transition aligns with the goals of information
literacy—being able to locate, critique, use, and communicate texts in various media—with the added
layer of doing so as a disciplinary expert. Educators struggle with equipping their students in these
endeavors. This session will provide ideas for teaching practices that foster information literacy
through a disciplinary stance.

Room 211

Learning Tips That Really Work: How Faculty Collaborated to Invoke Successful
Learning Among Their Students

Hannah Allford,
Gardner-Webb University
Natalie Bishop,
Gardner-Webb University
Pam Dennis,
Gardner-Webb University
Janet Land,
Gardner-Webb University

Designing meaningful learning experiences that make learning “stick” can be a daunting task. Through
the use of compositional and information literacy techniques, the presenters will demonstrate a
variety of holistic, easily adaptable classroom assessments centered on reflective thinking, writing, and
feedback to address “stuck places” in student learning. Participants will develop and adapt a variety of
on-the-fly instructional and assessment strategies that support students’ development in foundational
competencies in research and writing.

NOTES
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SATURDAY SESSION 1
Room 217
Heather Cyre,
Haywood Community College
Ngaire Smith,
Haywood Community College

You Deserve the Truth: Helping Students Understand the Causes and
Consequences of Fake News
In the age of digital and social media, it may be difficult for students to differentiate between
authoritative information and fake news. This workshop will give librarians some tools and activities to
help students identify fake news, describe its real world effects, and create strategies to avoid its pitfalls.

Room 218/220

Analogy as Pedagogy: Using What Students Already Know in Library Instruction

Maggie Murphy,
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

Research shows well-crafted analogies are powerful tools for increasing student interest, motivation,
and understanding. What if instruction librarians consciously employ analogy to demystify library
resources and research strategies as well as more abstract information literacy concepts? What if we
see analogy as a pedagogy for library instruction? This presentation will explore why analogy works in
library instruction, and participants will leave with the tools to craft effective analogies to use in their
own teaching.

Stephanie A. Jones,
Georgia Southern University
Elizabeth Downs,
Georgia Southern University

Meet the National School Library Standards for Learners, School Librarians, and
School Libraries

Room 212

Meeting Outcomes Assessment: An Opportunity for Partnership—The Results Are In

Sheri A. Brown,
Florida State College,
Marilyn Metzcher-Smith
Painter,
Florida State College,
Susan Slavicz,
Florida State College,

This presentation will examine the data gathered from two spring semesters using the Research
Companion database’s Module 8 videos to address the assessment of students’ understanding of
plagiarism and how to avoid its use. The presenters will describe the in-house assessment product
developed by faculty, the results from the assessment, and future improvements and issues that need
to be addressed.

NOTES
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In this presentation, we will provide an introduction to the structure, purpose, and value of the new
National School Library Standards. The new standards are designed to guide interactions with
learners, educators, and stakeholders, and help school librarians engage in deep, effective professional
practice. We will explain how to use the various components of the Standards’ framework to tailor
them to meet the unique needs of your learning community.

SATURDAY SESSION 2
12:00-12:15PM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS

12:15-1:30PM

SESSION 2

Room 1002

Books and the Big Screen: The Book is Always Better

Sheri A. Brown,
Florida State College
Samantha Ertenberg,
Florida State College

This presentation will cover the goals, format, title selection, and marketing of a campus book club.
The presenters will discuss what students see as the benefits of participating in the Books and
the Big Screen Book Club and illustrate how the book club has adapted to meet the needs of the
students.

Room 1005

Library Instruction, Learning Outcomes, and Assessment: A Compliance Strategy
for SACS Assessments

Kory Paulus,
Wingate University
Isaac Meadows,
Wingate University

Room 1220 A/B
Rebekah Scoggins,
Lander University
Rachel Scoggins,
Lander University

Room 210
Deborah Brown,
Southern Oregon University
Dotty Ormes,
Southern Oregon University
Gretchen Woelke,
Southern Oregon University

Room 211
Jason Earnhardt,
Catawba Valley Community College
Robert L. Womack,
Catawba Valley Community College

Do learning outcomes, lesson plans, and assessments sound complicated and laborious? The
Reference and Instruction Librarians at Wingate University will walk participants through their
process of creating, editing, and adjusting all three to fit their institution’s goals and mission. In
addition, each attendee will complete the process and have at least two learning outcomes, a
lesson plan, and subsequent assessments applicable to their individual institution to bring back and
implement at their libraries.

Engendering Relationships: Developing an Embedded Librarianship Program for
First-Year Composition
In response to students’ struggle with information literacy and critical thinking skills, the presenters
have developed and implemented an embedded librarianship program for first-year composition
students. The students were taught a scaffolded research program through targeted instructional
library sessions and focused class sessions on how to start, analyze, and execute research. The
close working relationship between the presenters and the students helped to improve students’
research and critical thinking skills over the course of the semester.

Revising the Researched Essay Assignment: Reaching Information Literacy Goals in
a First-Year Experience Course Through Collaboration with University Librarians
This workshop will be facilitated by three faculty members and one administrative assistant from
SOU’s University Seminar program, along with a Government Publications librarian from SOU’s
Hannon Library. Our program has recently undergone a year-long assignment redesign process to
improve the Final University Seminar Essay (F.U.S.E.). This assignment, used for programmatic and
university assessment, is required to demonstrate a student’s proficiency in information literacy.
Participants will leave with a step-by-step plan that they can adapt to redesign assignments in any
discipline.

From Information Literacy to Critical Thinking: Reaching and Teaching Millennials
on a Community College Budget
In the fall of 2013, all faculty and librarians at Catawba Valley Community College were told to
implement a Quality Enhancement Plan. This plan advocated information literacy through critical
thinking and very little funding was provided. This session details the successes and struggles that
two faculty members had, along with the methods used to reach millennial students.

NOTES
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SATURDAY SESSION 2 | WORKSHOP
Room 218/220
Jessy Polzer,
University of Wisconsin, Stout
Sylvia Tiala,
University of Wisconsin, Stout

Room 100
(Auditorium)
Marlee Givens,
Georgia Institute of Technology
Liz Holdsworth,
Georgia Institute of Technology
Seth Porter,
Georgia Institute of Technology
Karen Viars,
Georgia Institute of Technology

Scalable Scaffolding for Information Literacy Instruction: A Tale of Two Frameworks
Collaboratively Applied
Beginning students struggle to move beyond shallow engagement with information and a linear
approach to conducting research. A librarian and university instructor discuss how the Association
of College & Research Libraries and Research Skill Development Frameworks can be applied across
the curriculum to facilitate difficult conversations, reveal pedagogical gaps, and design effectively
scaffolded assignments across courses and programs. Practical applications for both librarians and
course instructors will be discussed.

Fighting Fake News and Biases with Cognitive Psychology
In this hands-on session, participants will confront their own biases through playful activities,
recognize different types of fake news, connect cognitive psychology to the research process, and
learn a customizable framework for a 50 minute class session.

1:30-1:45PM
Lobby

BREAK | VISIT EXHIBITORS | PICK UP PREPAID BOX LUNCHES

1:45-4:00PM

Post Conference Workshop

Room 111

Jeanne Bohannon,
Kennesaw State University
Ella Greer,
Kennesaw State University
Sandra Jamieson,
Drew University
Jinrong Li,
Georgia Southern University
Janice R. Walker,
Georgia Southern University
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The LILAC Project (Learning Information Literacy Across the Curriculum) is a multi-institutional
study of student information-seeking behaviors. This year we join forces with the Citation Project, a
study of how students use the information they find, to consider what both studies may have to tell
us about students’ information literacy “habits of mind.”
In this workshop, participants will gain hands-on experience with the Research-Aloud Protocol (RAP)
video used as part of this study to identify and code subject behaviors. This year, we will demonstrate
the coding and analysis of information-seeking behaviors of both native speakers of English and
multilingual writers in composition courses. We will also share preliminary findings and discuss the
relevance of information literacy in composition classes, ESL academic writing classes, and content
courses in different disciplines. In both large- and small-group discussions, we will consider what the
results of these studies have taught us thus far and what we can do with that information.

SEPTEMBER 27–29, 2018
@GACOIL2018		
@GACOIL
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Take Your Information
Literacy Strategy to the
Next Level with Credo
Credo offers a wide range of resources to connect librarians with the most up-todate practices and products for empowering users through information literacy.
The Credo
InfoLit Learning
Community
Network with fellow
librarians, discuss tools
and resources, and
attend monthly webinars!

Sign up for Credo’s InfoLit Learning Community
and access the live webinar!
Information Literacy in the 21st Century: New Challenges
and Opportunities
Thursday, October 25, 2 PM ET
Key speakers from the Georgia International Conference on Information
Literacy will wrap up the conference by sharing current research and
insights into teaching IL in Higher Ed.

Sign up and register now! credo.link/lcwebinars

The Credo IL
Strategy Handbook
From Planning to
Assessment: A Guide to
Creating a Successful
IL Program

Learning Tools:
Save Time and
Resources With
Engaging Instructional
Multimedia Materials

This fall we’ll publish our handbook for creating a successful information
literacy program. We’re compiling everything you need, from planning and
implementation to marketing and assessment.

Visit the Credo booth – GICOIL attendees get first access to
the first chapter release!

Credo Instruct, formerly known as the InfoLit Modules, provides
everything you need to maximize the library’s role in teaching essential
information literacy and critical thinking skills.
• Enhance instruction with high-quality, ACRL-aligned videos, tutorials,
and quizzes
• Simplify collaboration with a faculty-focused module and course materials
• Assess student performance with the Credo Insights analytics platform

Just starting an IL initiative? Our *new* Credo View can help you build up your program with a
collection of 60+ videos on information literacy, critical thinking, communication, and more.

Visit credo.link/learningtools for more details.

Stop by the Credo booth to learn more about how
Credo’s Learning Tools can support your library!
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